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GALC COMMISSION MEETING MINUTES
Department of Land Management Conference Room
3rd
Floor, ITC Building, Tam uning
Wednesday November 15, 2017 I 2:09 pm
I. CALL TO ORDER
Meeting was called to order at 2:09 pm by Chairman Anthony Ada

Commissioner

Street Address:
590 S. Marine Corps Drive
Suite 733 ITC Building
Tamuning, GU 96913

Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 2950
Hagãtna, GU 96932

Chairman Anthony Ada: In Compliance with public law 24-109, Guam Ancestral
Lands Commission published the public meeting announcement on Wednesday,
October 4, 2017 and Monday, October 9, 2017 in the Guam Daily Post.
II. ROLL CALL
Present were Chairman Anthony Ada, Commissioner Ronald T. Laguaña,
Secretary/Treasurer Maria Cruz, Commissioner Ronald Eclavea, Commissioner
Anita F. Orlino, Commissioner Antonio Sablan absent, Commissioner Louisa M.
Wessling, Director Michael Borja, Deputy Director David Camacho, Attorney, Nicolas
Toft, Land Administrator, Margarita Borja, Land Agent, Joey Leon Guerrero, Land
Agent, Stephanie Duenas, Representative Tom Ada’s Office absent.
-

—

Website:
httD:/’di;ii q:Janl GOV

E-mail Address:
dlmdir@land.guarn.gov

Telephone:
(671) 473-5263/7 or
(671) 649-LAND (5263)
ext. 435

Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. I need to get the approval of the minutes. Everyone
had the chance to review this.
III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES June 28, 2017 & October11, 2017.
-

Chairman Anthony Ada: On the agenda item include also, the Fanohge together
with the Inifresi. So, I’ll give you a few minutes to look at the minutes. It was emailed
to us by Stephanie.
Director Michael Borja: Did you guys receive your packages?

Facsimile:
671 -649-5383

Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Okay. motion to approve.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: I’ll second that motion sir.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay. All those in favor?

All Commissioners: Aye.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: Are we approving both minutes June 28 and October 1 1, 2017.
Chairman Tony Ada: Yeah. Thanks for clarifying.
IV. OLD BUSINESS
A.

GEDA to update on the RFP for Polaris Point

Chairman Tony Ada: Good afternoon Diego Mendiola and Tony Arriola.
Mr. Diego Mendiola: Good afternoon sir. update on the REP status for Polaris. My apologies
to speak louder. This is the request for proposals for Polaris point which was advertised on
the Guam Post in July. Due dates for proposal was on September, in October the evaluation
team consist for both GEDA and Ancestral representatives rent evaluating of proposal. The
next step now is to establish a negotiating team to negotiate a lease with the highest rank
proposal. At this time, we would like to ask if the commission would identify any representative
if they would like to represent any commission during the negotiation with the highest rank
offer.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: Is this the same one that you brought up the last meeting. Or is
this a new? Would they prefer to identify to? Their some volunteers?
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: I think it’s going to be me and Commissioner Wessling.
Mr. Diego Mendiola: Okay.
Chairman Tony Ada: When do you schedule these meetings?
Mr. Diego Mendiola: The negotiating meetings will be depended upon the availability of the
representatives for the negotiating team.
Chairman Tony Ada: Are we ready to announce the successful candidate.
Mr. Diego Mendiola: No sir. No, we cannot do that yet? What we can do at this point just to
establish the negotiating team. The negotiating team would meet with the highest rank
proposal when all parties are available. They will negotiate a lease that is acceptable to the
commission. Once that’s done then, the lease would be brought to the commission in a full
meeting like this one for the commissioner’s approval. Off course we will the negotiating team
will send in advance the major terms regarding whatever leases so that it won’t take too long.
Chairman Tony Ada: We can review it before the meeting?
Mr. Diego Mendiola: Yes Sir.
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Chairman Tony Ada: I like to be able to attend those meetings but, because of my job my
time is you know lunch hour maybe one and a half hour so, I also like to be part of that.
Mr. Diego Mendiola: Understood. Yes, so we can the negotiating team can schedule around
everybody’s availability.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay. How many candidates Mr. Diego?
Mr. Diego Mendiola: Couldn’t say so, but, I rather not say so it’s just to not give the highest
rank negotiating any leverage.
Chairman Tony Ada: Alright.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: Can we safely say there’s more than one? I mean two rather?
No? okay.
Mr. Diego Mendiola: Sorry sir just trying to stay with keeping all the procurement regulations
as much as possible. That’s all. But, if we can get a designated member for the negotiating
teams to represent the counsel or the commission. That will be our next step.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay.
Chairman Tony Ada: Do you have anything else for us?
Deputy Director David Camacho: The memo is forthcoming upon your signature. We’re
designating Eclavea and Wessling as the negotiator.
Mr. Diego Mendiola: Yeah, we’ll just need that for the procurement file.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay.
Mr. Diego Mendiola: And just as a reminder after the commission approves the lease then,
based on the five-year law then, the lease would have to go to the legislature for final approval
for any term beyond five years.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay. So, this is a lease on (Indecipherable) it’s not a sublease of
Matson? It’s the other properties?
Mr. Diego Mendiola: Yes sir.
Chairman Tony Ada: How’s that going with the Matson sublease? But, not yet. It’s not yet
rolling or?
Mr. Diego Mendiola: No sir. It’s not yet rolling? We made Matson aware of it the language
changes and followed up with Ms. Bernie Valencia of Matson. She’s in i forget which outer
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island at the moment but, told us that she’ll be back on the
revised section.

20th

and then she’ll give us the

Chairman Tony Ada: They have a new office down at right down there across from the
Governor’s complex.
Mr. Diego Mendiola: Yes sir.
Chairman Tony Ada: Anybody else since we have Diego and Tony here?
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Yeah just a quick question Mr. Chair regarding number
seven. On A.) there’s a procurement request from the senator. Does that involve GEDA
because were here? That doesn’t involve GEDA pertaining our question?
Chairman Tony Ada: It involves our investing of our funds.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Okay. Just checking.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay. Commissioner Cruz.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: Do you have a copy of our Land Trust Bank report and I was
just wondering is that consistent what your reporting to us?
Director Michael Borja: I think we need to hold that for Financials and Joey Cruz can answer
those.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: Okay.
Chairman Tony Ada: Anything from you to us that we need to make your work easier?
Mr. Diego Mendiola: No sir. That’s it. We just need the memo for the procurement file
identifying the purposes, the negotiating team.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay.
Deputy Director David Camacho: Could we have GEDA to check on the remaining portion
on the Polaris Point on the right side going in next to the beach area? There’s a piece of
property there or a small area that’s suitable for license. Could you please check with
Department of Parks and Recs Historical whether they have anything pertaining to historical
or artifacts on that area because I believe that area is backfield after the war. That’s in 1951
they started the back filed in that area and at one time or the other we had somebody that
leases that property and it never got to use it although he paid for one-year lease or license.
He didn’t have the opportunity to use it because the instruction of Parks and Recs historical
preservation area is for him to have hire an archeologist. And the archeologist at that time
when they ask how much it’s going to cost, It’s going to cost more than ten grand. So, instead
of pursuing the issue he opted out and he lost one-year rental. So, now the same person is
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back asking whether we could, he come in and ask for another license on that area but, to
avoid all this I believe historical area have a report on that I don’t know whether it’s included
on that side before the Matson and the Knik and the other.
Mr. Diego Mendiola: Yeah, we can coordinate with the SHEPO, the preservation’s office
and the Department of Parks and Rec. If my understanding is correct we’ll be asking them for
some kind of historical clearance for the area on the right side of the road of Polaris.
Deputy Director David Camacho: Because I know for a fact that on other side is already
been cleared with all the license that we (Inaudible) on that area is good.
Mr. Diego Mendiola: Yes, yes, we coordinate with SHEPO to find out.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: Thank you Diego.
Deputy Director David Camacho: And again, it’s only for staging area just to put this trailer
and to the commercial port area
Chairman Tony Ada: So, you would clarify that everything if we put that out again for license
that there’s not going to be any road blocks everything’s clear.
Mr. Diego Mendiola: As far as we’ll coordinate with SHEPO to find out if there’s any
concerns, probably if they have a map of areas of concerns.
Chairman Tony Ada: That was really oceaned before the war. That’s all reclaimed from the
ocean and backfield.
Mr. Diego Mendiola: Yeah that’s why that small portion of land adjacent the road is a lotto
machine because from my understanding it was a beach, beach ocean line.
Chairman Tony Ada: I got a prewar I found a prewar map there’s no Polaris Point there.
There’s water.
Mr. Diego Mendiola: Oh, if you don’t mind sending that to us that we’ll be good so, I can
present that to SHEPO.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay, thanks.
Mr. Diego Mendiola: Thank you.
IV. Old Business
B. Court Cases update
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: I spoke to Attorney Highsmith he was sick today but, he
provided me with a listing and a summary of the existing cases. In the Crawford vs. GIAA
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case we prevailed them to district court Crawford attorney said it appealed to the ninth circuit.
There’s been no brief file no arguments scheduled. Attorney Highsmith is very optimistic about
our odds in that appeal. The cases involving the Tortes estates CV454-i2, Cvi 124-09,
Cvi 235-12, those ones are in the issues of conflict of interest. They were in argue between
October between Supreme Court of Guam and their waiting for decision. He does not have
an idea when. Usually we see the first act of activity before the end of the year out of the
Supreme Court as they trying to cleat out their docket so, possibly then not necessarily.
CV1 378-10, that was also. Argued before the Supreme Court waiting for a decision. And then
the WSTCO Case Cvi 379-10 is on appeal Attorney Highsmith filed his brief were awaiting
WSTCO’S brief. There’s been a cross appeal by WSTCO also. they were requesting damages
for beach of contract. We have not had a response from WSTCO yet on the recent termination
of the WSTCO lease. and then there were two other cases of note that they don’t necessarily
directly involve Guam Ancestral Lands but, the Estate of Ciriaco Sanchez vs DRT, the estate
of Torres vs DRT they deal with the capital gains that consequences of the Guam Ancestral
Lands Commission Awards. So, on both cases those estates sold land that they were
awarded by GALC were audited by DRT for not paying the appropriate capital gains taxes.
Both of them are set for trial in February of next year.
Chairman Tony Ada: We recently got notified that there was a FOIA request by the attorney
for WSTCO.
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: Yes.
Chairman Tony Ada: Is that imbedded in your update that’s in there?
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: No. it’s separate from the court case and you’re not allowed to
kind of treat FOIA’S as part as anything other than as a FOIA itself. You’re not allowed to ask
them what the purpose I mean it’s obvious of what it is.
Chairman Tony Ada: Yeah, they wouldn’t be asking for a FOIA if they weren’t going to use
it right?
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: Right.
Chairman Tony Ada: But we don’t know much more from that?
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: No.
Deputy Director David Camacho: Could I add something? Diego pertaining to WSTCO you
said it’s still on going on the court. Since there is a license was issued and it’s still under the
court period. Are they still allowable to go out and survey the property because if it’s happening
if not we have to stop the survey on that. there the one doing the survey on the WSTCO portion
on the property.
Chairman Tony Ada: Is this on route 15?
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Deputy Director David Camacho: Yeah.
Director Michael Borja: Well they did in part of these FdA’S they been sending. They also
sent a letter and I’m sorry I didn’t bring it down here but, I’ll get it out to you guys. Exercising
their option to renew. I think I might have sent it out to you Mr. Chairman. So, they didn’t want
to renew that license agreement since it did this (Inaudible).
Chairman Tony Ada: So, all these years I mean when the license was first issued right that’s
one of the (Inaudible) to service the piece. So, I know on the map drawing they are about ten
acres fronting route 15 which I’m not sure who defines that as the best place to kill pigs on
the side of the road right along by the road. But, they never went out and marked the corners.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: That’s the ones to the slaughter house, right?
Director Michael Borja: Yes.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: And I’ll be shocked if Department of Agriculture approve the
slaughter house for that particular area.

Chairman Tony Ada: The neighbors more in the gulf course, right? they would have a
question about that wouldn’t they? Any other questions?
C.

Crown Lands update and Tentative Piti Easement update

Deputy Director David Camacho: We invited this Survey Division and Paul Santos to give
status on the Piti easement and the crown land properties issue and I believe they’re going to
do some presentation today.

Chairman Tony Ada: Can we identify who these gentlemen are?
Mr. Paul Santos: My name is Paul Santos, Chief Surveyor of Land Management Melvin
Javier, Engineering Technician. okay what you see up there is a big mess. Basically, what
you see is an amount information of the allotted contours, the partial and the surface files, thin
files that we created and a whole bunch of other things but, let me see if I can clean it up just
a little bit.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay Mr. Santos this is the area, this is for Polaris? From Cabras
towards Polaris?
Mr. Paul Santos: Yes. You will get a better picture here as soon as this computer is...
apologize this is not my computer. Let me see if I can give you an overall right here. Okay.
This is can you see it? This is Polaris I mean Cabras. This is the whole area off course some
of it has been returned and some of it are still under the jurisdiction of your trust and some of
it is still with the navy. Now before jimmy Camacho retired he was the go to person as far as
plotting all these parcels up and so what he did was created to the best of his ability proposed
right of ways that go to the different parcels that will feed or at least be able to access right?
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everything looks nice and so what you see here is green and this is a typical access remember
when you go towards the Piti gun range you go through here and you go up here so, some of
these are already documented as easements. Some of them are proposed still and when the
deputy asked me to sit down and look into it. I took jimmy’s work and I kind of evaluated the
feasibility of people traverse again. Okay. Now as you can see here theirs a lot of greenery
okay so, a lot of this has not been opened up yet. And see right here Gov. Guam. government
land. So, you see what he did he tried to traverse down the boundary as much as you can so,
you can feed everyone right? okay that’s nice on paper but, let me see if I can show you what
it will look like on topography. This is the overall what he did these are the proposals the yellow
ones are thirty-two feet. The red ones are documented and some of them off course. So, now
let see if we can show you what it looks like. This is kind of what the contours look like from
the top it doesn’t look too bad until you. let me open up some layers here. Let me convert it to
a three-dimensional drawing so, that you can see it better. The difference between this project
and radio Barrigada which you have approve that radio Barrigada relatively flat and so there
was no question as to travers ability of the right of ways or the most right of ways. Here is a
little bit different and I’m sure that if you see this when you’re driving up and down. What the
colors mean that the blue would be lower elevation and then, I’m sorry o turned that oft but, I
wanted to emphasize something here. See here marine corps drive and here towards the fish
Polaris, right? here’s some of the parcels that were proposing or rather the road that were
proposing when I did a profile and kind of preliminary cut and filled situation using those lines
that were best able to fees those parcels or all the parcels at one time. You see the contours
and those of you that are familiar of contours these are hilly portions and then you got some
flat areas and then as you move along some of these roads that are proposed you see that
white and so, the task here is a lot more difficult than Barrigada a lot, lot more and the light
that are here are fairly good fairly accurate it’s not good enough for a survey grade road and
I think the point that the Director and Deputy wanted to emphasize in this exercise is that
before we issue out these leases or rather the returned parcel to the original land owners I
think they need to come up with a survey that will best be able to show where that proposed
right of way would be. In other words that toad might go down the middle of that parcel and
not necessarily be one side of the other which is the normal process of stripping land right? I
know that some of owners would probably squirm, scream and not be too happy. But, I think
in reality is that Piti is a different situation all together.
Chairman Tony Ada: It’s hilly, right? so Paul the just from my understanding the line to line
is twenty feet right and the closer the lines the stepper it is, if it’s far apart that’s twenty feet.
Because all those lines are that close rocks right there.

Mr. Paul Santos: Rocks there and you cannot see it there’s all trees there, It doesn’t show
right there. This is strictly the table top you know there’s no assurance that a car can go
through.
Director Michael Borja: But also, because it’s very hilly you can assume that the low flat
areas are probably marshy.
Mr. Paul Santos: Yes, and that’s another thing good point. And you know that, that’s a wet
land area and a lot of places down there.
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Commissioner Maria Cruz:
still with the navy

Did you mention that there’s still a lot of the property that are

Mr. Paul Santos: Yes, the tank farm.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: so, that’s the one where their giving the family a hard time on
access to that, is that the same one?
Mr. Paul Santos: I don’t know I’m not, maybe joey.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: And theirs was supposed to be a long pipeline from Anderson
to that property going to that, yeah that’s the (Indecipherable) we had a map we presented a
map on that.
Mr. Paul Santos: There is a map that came in four, five months ago and I’m still holding it. I
talked to the surveyor about holding on to it because even it looks good when I open it up on
this it didn’t the road was too hilly. And I did some analysis here were about some of the
percentages to at least some of this proposed road some of them are over fifteen percent and
you need a four by four plus for something like that, right? I tried (Indecipherable) that. you
might have a difficult time. So, I’m sorry the vision didn’t’ come out well as I wanted to.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: So, your saying some of the land that wasn’t given out yet
because we already given out a lot there. So, your saying future ones.
Mr. Paul Santos: The future ones yeah. And actually, even the ones that have been given
out when they come in to subdivide it.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Yeah. well that’s from you guy’s though, right? that’s not
from the Ancestral Lands.
Mr. Paul Santos: Yeah, but, we’ll need your assistance because technically we’ll approve it
but, what’s going to happen?
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: We’ll just going to back you out on what. your suggestions
are.
Mr. Paul Santos: Well when they come in and say okay this is how were going to divide this
technically we have no say so at this point and time. I think what the commission has to do is
in anticipation of releasing it come up with a fairly good plan maybe this is not enough. Maybe
the commitment from the owners I don’t know?
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: We do have some stipulations on the deeds regarding that
right?
Commissioner Maria Cruz: Maybe we can have an option one and an option two?
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Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: I know we already have stipulations on the deed regarding
landlock people or something like that. they must provide easements.
Director Michael Borja: Well that’s what we’re telling you right that they have to provide
easements. We’re trying to find easements along common boundaries. The fortunate thing is
that won’t work in this terrain.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay so, Paul as much as possible you tried to stay along the
boundaries between two topographies.
Mr. Paul Santos: Yes and that’s when we ran into problems the boundaries might be on the
ridge. For example, and you can’t really drive on the ridge.
Chairman Tony Ada: And we show them where the way to get in but, it’s the government’s
responsibility to build a road going in right? I guess what I’m thinking is theirs a land owner in
there and the proposed able to have access and show us between the boundaries so that
they can keep their property at one piece. But, the land owner might say it’s easier to go to if
you go through my property and it’s up to them to agree to do it.
Mr. Paul Santos: That’s right? it’s a decision that you can.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: My intent on bringing up the fact that we got stipulations
on the deed and my intent was that we already we’ve done that so, I’m thinking we can still
do additional stipulations on the deed regarding that so, that’s my intention of bringing that
up. But, most likely it would have to be for seeing like you guys would probably somebody
would need to know that okay those lots are the ones see were given heads up which lots are
going to be big potential issue we can already gear ourselves up for that and then when we
have the hearings right? separate from the ones that are already released. We can still meet
with that and do something but, the ones that are we have left to give out we can already be
prepared on which ones as opposed to just having the hearings is even better.
Mr. Paul Santos: Well I can clean this up a little bit better so, that it will come out next time
arc u nd
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea:
released at least the ones that are.

Maybe we identify which lots that still have not been

Mr. Paul Santos: I have to work with Joey on that.
Deputy Director David Camacho: Just to let you know Mr. Chair on that we do have the list
that hasn’t been returned yet to the estate as a matter of fact we’re going to provide you guys
a copy of it. and again, on the property that is already been released I’ve been communicating
with several of the land owners and their well aware of the fact that some of the board that we
identified goes down the ravine So, their well aware of that and I told them that we’ll try our
best to finalize this easement down in Piti in which we did mention that to the senator about
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the easement in Piti. We did the area 7 and area 6. Now it’s Piti and we’re looking at the same
(Indecipherable). As far as Mr. Santos is concerned is that there’s a lot of things to do really
come out with a good area where the easements are going to go through.

Chairman Tony Ada: So there are property owners or Ancestral land owners that their
parcels have been already identified but, to get to it.
Deputy Director David Camacho: Yeah, and those are the questions that always comes to
us so, and he’s been asking where is the easement and how can we go in and all those things.
Chairman Tony Ada: So, if we impose it to them and these are the access of the easements
that we do finally keep the properties I mean try and stay along property boundary line right.
we can release it. is that stopping just because we know that it’s just not feasible to build a
road along the boundary line. Can we just go ahead and release it or can we just tell them
that this is a predicament?
Deputy Director David Camacho: Well that’s the intent to this that we let them know that
the in tentative easement and that when it comes to surveying and cutting up the properties
and all those things we have to find a way not to follow and go to a better area where not to
landlock. And our surveyor is aware of that too,
Director Michael Borja: But we have to look at it collectively. The big problem is if someone
have already been title away it’s going to be hard to do anything with them. but, remember
when the properties were returned back they go to the Ancestral Lands Commission. It’s yours
not theirs yet. It’s yours and then you can help them in fixing this problem. So, as the surveyor
said Radio Barrigada was kind of simple because it was relatively flat. This the example of
why something that I’m going to propose is that you take all those defined what these Ancestral
Lands are and you say okay out of the whole you have ten percent, you have nineteen
percent, you have three percent and then you carve up the property in a different way. Get
the easements where it really can be a truly easement and whatever’s net remaining and you
build these roads so that really logical and then whatever’s remaining you get the net back
so, if you have nineteen percent of the whole you have nineteen percent of the net you have
three percent of that so, the guy on the back who never had to give anything anyway he really
can’t get back there unless someone up in the front had to give something. And then you go
back to them and say now here we have to revise this plan if you guys like it collectively if you
agree then we’ll proceed if not, it’s jungle rules.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: Now in that line where we see own the property if we can identify
the easement what we can do is incorporate it that it was subject to five-foot easement and
ten foot. But, we can truly identify when we release your property that’s another.
Director Michael Borja: No But, what you got in Radio Barrigada is an after the fact
easement set up which is totally gross it makes no logical sense, it’s inefficient and it doesn’t
increase the value of usability of the property for all the owners there. I mean who’s going to
traverse to go like this and all the roads are only 40 feet wide where as if you’re going to have
a big area like that and you want something at least 80 feet wide.
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Commissioner Maria Cruz: Those we can identify each easement especially for that area.
Director Michael Borja: No you can’t leave any of them landlocked.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: When you release it you identify that there’s an easement here
or subject to that easement whether it would be a ten foot or twenty-foot easement. You are
able to identify is that the best approach to these properties.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: That’s assuming that we already have a plan to this, an
idea of a plan.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: The ones that have a good plan maybe we can upon releasing
it we can truly identify where the easement is so, that they can work with that. I know that it
can be done simply because I worked for GHURA I was in trying releasing the properties and
the easement right there and I had to incorporate that. if you own it it’s an easement that you
can’t touch.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: I got a comment just a comment but you know since they when
they originally owned those properties right? That’s their property. We have no business going
onto their property, right? Historically, it’s been their property just give it back to them and let
them deal with it.
Director Michael Borja: But that does not make sense on today’s world. They won’t be able
to subdivide it. they won’t be able to use it forever and ever because it’s landlocked and
unreachable so, that kind of thinking is really way behind way the times.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: I know but I think the back then it was neutral. They have their
old bull cart trails.
Director Michael Borja: So that’s why you had an individual come here whose lot as way in
the back and his demand was everybody if front of him had to give up his share and he didn’t
have to give anything in return because he wanted access to his land. Well it your near
thinking it’s jungle rules. You can’t depend on that because the subdivision laws required that
if you had a twenty acres parcel of property and you needed to divided them amongst all the
heir’s you won’t be allowed to do that because you won’t have access to the property.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Wouldn’t we once upon a time talked about going in there I
mean looking at the Government property to help each and every one.
Director Michael Borja: No! why? It’s not there, it’s not there what am I going to do transfer
something? Maybe we transfer somebody.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: No try to work around it like the old bull cart trail.
Director Michael Borja: You show where that’s at in Radio Barrigada it doesn’t exist okay.
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Commissioner Anita Orlino: The old bull cart trail?
Director Michael Borja: Oh yeah and that’s when it helps it.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: It’s not in the map anymore? From the cadastral map.
Chairman Tony Ada: Are we talking about Radio Barrigada?
Director Michael Borja: Well any of these properties because if you get any of this place
like Radio Barrigada where it could have been the best laid out masterplan of a gridded
community where everything is access able you have wide easements and narrow easements
so you can use the properties to its highest and best use and buses and trucks can get through
there but, what you got there is something that’s bull cart trails. It looks like a bull cart trail and
it’s going to act like a bull cart trail.
Deputy Director David Camacho: The biggest issue now on this Piti area is that the property
that hasn’t not been released is so far apart and sometimes it’s already been properties that’s
already been released as I said the only alternative Mr. Paul Santos to come out with plan
and all those things. We have gone through NAVFAC and communicating with them to help
on the identification of easement that goes through the Navy property and all those things but,
there’s a lot of obstacle for us to they have to clear it and they have to go up to Washington
D.C. and all those things because I tell you at one time a lot of those properties owners were
given access over there and they took back the key because the abuse of the area and that’s
what causes about them closing easement and all those things.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: I have a question really quick regarding what Jimmy did is
that still workable at least where he’s at right now?
Director Michael Borja: They just showed you?
Mr. Paul Santos: It’s not workable, some of it is workable.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: That’s not the best I’m just asking because. okay the
reason why I’m asking is there’s some way that you can make it workable with what we done
so far.
Deputy Director David Camacho: That’s what she’s trying to do.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Yeah, I know, I know, I know. But, there is a possibility to
do with what we gave out already.
Director Michael Borja: Very little possibility.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Very little then, right?
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Director Michael Borja: If you’re going to depend on common boundaries as your easement
it’s not going to work.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: So we’re really just we’re really on a bind then We don’t
really have what to do except scrutinize what’s being released right now. Whatever Piti
property that we have we have to scrutinize ever piece now.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: We just have to go aces by case?
Director Michael Borja: No and it shouldn’t be case by case. You should look for something
that should be planned out in for all the others too that are eventually going to get released.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: And that’s going back to my original statement where you
identify the easement and then when they get it back you subject to this already identify.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: They because can’t do it because.
Deputy Director David Camacho: That’s what they did on this? they call it tentative
easement? When we release it to you? you do the base where you’re going to put the
easement not to landbank.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: I just want an assurance that whatever we have propose is
incorporated in the deed.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay somebody may think we may have done well. Commissioner
Wessling.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Mr. Santos so, this is what you’ve shown us is just
basically a conception ot what it could be done as to the table top. Has the department looked
at or done a feasibility study as to what realistically could be put in there looking at the different
topography’s.
Mr. Paul Santos: Well what you say there earlier the mess. Those are lidar contours which
are sufficient for planning purposes not survey grade. They’re within a foot and that’s what we
attempted to do. Now, the charge that the deputy tasked me to do is take over what was done
and see whether it works well. and the object of this exercise was to show you that in most
cases it won’t work. So, something has to be done. Yes, some alternative needs to be studied
but, I need instructions from my Director and the Deputy to continue with that. if that’s going
to be something that the Ancestral Lands Commission will dock.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: So, we don’t know at this point I guess the whole terrain
in where possible easements could be put based on topography.
Mr. Paul Santos: Based on the topography. These are possible easements based on
adjoining parcels and splitting that easement down the middle that kind of and some of it don’t.
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Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Yeah. I understand.
Mr. Paul Santos: As an example, you see this area here. This is a proposed map done by a
surveyor okay. And the object of this survey was to equitably distribute the parcels to the
owners and so off course he divided it into so many parcels here. Nice equal areas but, yet
when I over laid this on the I that road is nowhere as beautiful as it is on paper. And even this
feeder this is a bull cart trail and so, you’re going from a thirty-two and a forty. I think this thirtytwo down to bull cart trail eight feet or something like that. it doesn’t make sense at this point
in time. And so, I can approve this map but, what’s going to happen here? when these people
decide to move in here their going to have to go through here which is not feasible at this point
of time.
Chairman Tony Ada: And those the bull cart trail belongs to somebody else?
Mr. Paul Santos: Well bull cart trail in this case will be.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: It’s Government of Guam right, okay.
Mr. Paul Santos: But it’s not wide enough right now. It’s good enough for a bull cart.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: The owners have to give some of their properties.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: They have to work it out. Where I give you five, you give me
five cause the others. That the only way you can work it out.
Mr. Paul Santos: This is not just five were talking about okay.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: No. for example, examples like that, they have to all agree and
work it out team work.
Mr. Paul Santos: But now, now remember that because this is rough terrain, if you’re going
to build a road, you’re going to have to consider the side slopes and so were no longer talking
about just forty feet wide. We’re talking about in some areas wider exactly maybe sixty feet in
some areas. You know an engineer design has to be done.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Yes it has to be and I think that this is great because
we’re really looking at this because look how long it took the Radio Barrigada area you for
people to have access to their properties no matter how half hazard it is. They had to settle
for that. it’s not the best plan as the director pointed out. But, as the same time we can’t allow
subdivisions like the Hechanova subdivision up in Nimitz hill okay. That was done years ago
that was the same problem because of the terrain. The maps were approved. People bought
properties you can’t get to the properties nor, the subdivisions that were done along cross
island road goes up the hills to this date people can’t develop their properties because you
need a cable car to get up to it and we have to avoid, we have to avoid that because it will be
doing a disservice to the owners I think. Personally, that I think it will be important to
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investigate and study the terrain and see where which ways roads can be put into easements
can be put into the area even of it requires going bisecting some of the people’s properties
because in the long run sure some people may get upset but at the long run they’re not going
to have access to their property and everybody will in that. they lose a part of it if they can be
compensated some other place that will be great but, if they can’t it’s kind of like this is how it
has to because that’s the terrain and you have to work around it and still make sure that
everybody has got access to it. but, because to go along the boundaries you already showed
that it doesn’t work and even if you were to proceed they’re not going to do anything with the
property because of the terrain.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: And to add to what you just said a comprehensive well
thought out well easement plan in that area actually increases the attractiveness and the
potential for whatever they want to do, well I know some lands that haven’t been sold just
because the road goes like that.
Mr. Paul Santos: Joey Crisostomo would be interested in that.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: Well the land owners at least would be you know.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: I think if we had the opportunity to lay out stuff before
things are returned, we can avoid as the director pointed out having to put in easements
hazard or going from here around just like what happen down at Radio Barrigada because
having like you said well thought out and planned easements in the long run are going to
increase the value of the properties and the development and the develop abilities of the
development properties which is good for all. Right?
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: A sad thing about this is that GALC was a separate agency
before. We should of have actually been working with Land Management or, we been a part
of Land Management way back. so, that we would have this kind of advice than just take it
like that.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: So let’s move forward. Let’s move forward.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: No we cannot, we have to learn from our mistakes.
Chairman Tony Ada: I have a question Paul and Melvin, right?
Mr. Paul Santos: Yes sir.
Chairman Tony Ada: It’s like this? the not yet released properties, my first thought is if it
belongs to them then, we release it to them. but the question is how do we get there we have
to work on it? but we have to agree that or before we release it mark it this is the best way for
your land to have access. My question is are there lands there that already belongs to a
private land owner that the feasible easement will cost for them to give up. So, say I already
owned the land I have the title and everything like that but, there’s a lot of government land
here that could be released behind me. And when you look at it the best way to get to their
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which makes sense not heavy contours right? we have to go to Tony’s land and we have to
take thirty-two feet from him. Are there those kind of conditions and challenges that might
occur?

Mr. Paul Santos: I’m not too familiar with what has been returned. Right here is an example
of what has been returned the map came in and but, look at this right? this is a proposal
coming down here ending with a cul-de-sac. Well. So, what happens you just end it there,
how about this guy back here? You know things like those so.
Chairman Tony Ada: They have to continue their road so that this property back here.

Mr. Paul Santos: I would imagine that you know.
Chairman Tony Ada: So, the opposite is this part. I was doing it whether.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: They have to benefit some but, not all.
Chairman Tony Ada: Well that’s exactly what I was asking about? So, if you go back to your
surveyor and says wait a minute did we approve this map the next lot in will have a way to
reach his land you have to come all the way back not just make it a cul-de-sac, right?

Mr. Paul Santos: That’s right yeah. but, you know just looking at this basing on the lighter
contours that we looked at. This is not real. I’m mean it could but, you’re going to have to
spend.
Chairman Tony Ada: But, I think a lot of the soil there is clay also, right?
Mr. Paul Santos: It’s a little bit softer?
Chairman Tony Ada: So, they have to bring in a backfield or something like that.
Deputy Director David Camacho: The property that we released already down in Piti area
there’s none of that’s been cut up yet. Or the one were issuing I think that’s a tentative one.
None of them because of the tag that’s concerning the easement. It’s always the easement.
Before they even touch the property. Their asking about the easement and all those things.
where and what? And the on that Jimmy did already I believe it’s sixteen feet from both sides
of the property. Thirty-two feet on both side. Sixteen feet from each property owner and they
said the biggest problem is what Paul is saying about the terrain and all those things. So,
there’s some of them wants to do a subdivision but, I can’t because there’s no easement.
Some of them wants to show but, still there’s no easement. And there’s a lot of them that is
inquiring about the problem of the easement and all those things. Some of the property there
got easement already. based on the ones that’s are going up to the tiger bench. That’s a
dedicated easement already. and the (Indecipherable).
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: Just attach a letter, right? reforming them that this is it.
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Deputy Director David Camacho: There’s another property that we just approved the
easement it’s behind the cemetery. The entrance cemetery there’s a private property
Ancestral that we release have an easement a dedicated easement already been approved
and we identified that to be utilize that’s the one.
Chairman Tony Ada: There’s the Masso river.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: Who owns that? is that government?
Chairman Tony Ada: That was our and then they gave it over to Department of Agriculture.
Commissioner Maria Cruz:

I think it’s still ours. It’s only.

Chairman Tony Ada: It was transferred by executive order. twenty-nine acres
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Oh is that right?
Commissioner Maria Cruz: The deed. I don’t remember signing the deed.
Chairman Tony Ada: The Masso. It was executive order? Because Department of
Agriculture only wanted six acres to rehabilitate the reservoir and we were thinking of joining
out with them and have recreation with them. but, then somebody went to the Governor’s
office and he did an executive order transferred the whole twenty-nine. So, the questions are
still, there right? I just wrote down here who builds the road, what’s stopping us from just going
ahead and releasing it. we can do easement before the return but, we need to find the best
possible contour friendly area to get it. but what if there is an existing land owner that’s not
willing to agree right? pretty much your job is done. Table top. But, then when you went in this
is realistic. You discovered that.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: You went in there already Paul? Did you ever check that out?
Chairman Tony Ada: Well, he looked at the contour map.
Too many talking

Commissioner Maria Cruz: So the Chief Surveyor instructs you to proceed for further
analyze our self if we can. Am I correct? We need further instructions from the commissioners
or from the Director to proceed further analysis.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: You have to go in there and look for those coconut trees that
they planted in 1940’s. That’s how they marked them before the elderly’s matupa and that’s
their agreement trail their roads
Director Michael Borja: Really, no that’s not how the way to do it.
Chairman Tony Ada: Because our mandate is to release land right?
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Director Michael Borja: Yeah. But, you got to release the lands in a responsible way.
Because releasing the land without an easement is not a responsible thing.
Chairman Tony Ada: Here’s a question if an original land owner knows that his property is
in there and he come here and says not here. But, Land Management and us just give it to
me. I’ll figure it out.
Director Michael Borja: And that’s what they said to Radio Barrigada. But, look what you’ve
got how many years has it taken for us to finally resolve this but, basically, we laid it down to
them and said were going to mandate if you want to come in and subdivide you must dedicate
this part for an easement. But, to have made it more efficient was to do a grid system but,
the best compromise was to come up with along common boundaries which you saw those
kinds of properties just like these. There’s no rhymer reason for them to decide.

Chairman Tony Ada: The grid system I’ve seen it in some of my travels where the roads
going this way are numbers and the roads going that way are letters.
Director Michael Borja: And some are wide and some are interior ones are narrow and it’s
the best news to the property. It makes it for great development.
Chairman Tony Ada: But, this one here even on a grid approach.
Director Michael Borja: Well we’ll work here. Unfortunately, just because of the terrain. But,
if we found a path way that made the best design. That’s why I’m saying? You determine what
percentage what your property is to the total. You design this road and everyone is going to
access it. so, everyone should contribute a portion of their property. So, that in the end
whatever you have remaining if your percentage was nineteen percent of the whole you now
get ninety percent of the net. And so that road now really becomes contributed by everybody
especially the guy in the back who thinks everyone in front of him has to give for him which is
really not fair.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: That’s not fair?
Commissioner Anita Orlino: That’s holding back and doing whatever?
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: That’s like a good remedy right there?
Director Michael Borja: And that’s what you need to think about looking forward in the future
is that while it’s in your hands you have the power to dictate what should look like and
unfortunately the emotions of people who take their real not so much their sensibility but, the
knowledge of what has to happen to the land moving forward. That they oh let me take it and
you get one acre and I’ll get one acre you’re not if you don’t have some easement nothing’s
going to happen to it. you’re going to have a useless piece of land and you’re going to have
to talk to your neighbors to at least have a jeep trail and try and you can go farm it.
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Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: You can put that in writing and attach it to the deed
Commissioner Anita Orlino: That’s why I’m saying there’s no team work.
Director Michael Borja: No! you don’t give them the deed until you get it to signed.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: That’s what I’m saying those are the ratifications
consequences. Let them know you must accept. You take as is and we’ll give it to you and
your worthless.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay. I agree with that requirement. But then, we tell the land owner
we’ll get your surveyor and let him find the best way to get into your property and then we’ll
match it up to the next land area because our guys here.
Director Michael Borja: No, you don’t even want to give them that option because it destroys
the whole concept if thirty percent of the people agrees with this plan and you say you go do
your own thing then, you have no plan. It’s either you accept it or, you accept it. okay there’s
no options.
Chairman Tony Ada: I guess what I’m getting at is in order to have this plan right? we need
to allocate our people to go in there with machete’s I guess find the best possible way in.
Director Michael Borja: Not necessarily. If we have the technology like let’s say you have
another Radio Barrigada come up you know you go in and you design a masterplan and we
go through the process with it and make sure it fits with the laws of the masterplan and then
we create theses grids and they could be all proportion. If you got nineteen percent of the
property you’ll get nineteen percent on this proximate area. We’ll give you nineteen percent
pf the lots in that approximate area. And that’s how it works and it’s all gridded out already
and then you figure it out how you want to divide it amongst your own family members.
Chairman Tony Ada: Again, if we use a gird way of dividing it that property is not going to
cooperate with us. I’ve been up in there. in fact, my brother in laws family is one of those they
released it and then the navy took it back there’s a pipeline that was describe when you’re
going in there he’s got a nice slope on this side but, on this side of the road is cliff you need a
rope to get down it’s deep. You still it won’t; end up being a grid it’s going to be.
Director Michael Borja: Well on a situation like this so, we look for the best way to do a road
and then we plan it accordingly and try to connect as many people. But, everyone contributes
to it as far as the taking of the land because it might through somebody’s Ancestral Lands and
they might say whoa your taking the best part of my land, well, you can’t even get to your land
in the first place, what do want us to do? This is for the common good for the whole area or
else nothing gets released.
Chairman Tony Ada: Yeah. So, that’s going to be contentious, If we keep it in the inventory
of the Ancestral Lands and the family knows that belongs to them and we tell them we have
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to be clear to them. if we try to make an easement along your boundary line it’s not going to
work because it’s ravine. So, were going to draw and it’s going to end up in taking going
through your land. So, you got land on this side and land on that side and that’s the only way
we can.

Director Michael Borja: And you know by this time already these lands the heirs of those
lands your talking about the third or fourth generation, down right? so, you can only to talk to
one person really. Let them talk to their family. Don’t invite the whole clan to come in because
you’ll get nothing explain it to the administrator’s and give them the full details and give them
the documentation they may need to explain it to their family and make them the advocate for
you because in the end there’s really no win if they agree. If they don’t agree everybody loses
and your still stuck without the land and by this time when you’re talking about fourth, fifth
generation I don’t know what portion of that property that they think they’re going to be able
to get.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: It’s only in third or fourth generation fifth has nothing.
Deputy Director David Camacho: Discussion between me and Paul on this property and
this is coming from him to is that like what the Director say or what you guys are saying that
if the feasibility is not along the boundary line. They can go through the property and they
have to abide with that or, he can go zig zag or whatever that we did in order for it to go
through so, that’s the plan that he’s doing Paul’s doing identifying all those areas that cannot
be utilize or cannot be utilize for easement and all the properties that are involved in the Piti
are involved on giving up certain area for the piece of property. That’s included on the thing
that Jimmy did and it’s going to take time. The listing that I gave you guys that are released
to the Ancestral and pending to this estate. This is down on Piti area on that location. We have
tutujan lots to be deeded out
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: These are all the lots that still being held?
Deputy Director David Camacho: Yeah. That we have in our inventory to be released? And
we have some of them have already filed claim of interest which you see the name on the
spread-out. What we’re doing is that were communicating with these people to with our land
agents and all those things for to check as to their status. What’s their status whether they are
going to pursue their claim or what not because I noticed that some of these payments are
already theirs three of them are already died just recently.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Oh really but all those things are in our inventory already?
Deputy Director David Camacho: Yeah this is in our inventory. In Piti area we already
identified twenty lots already are to be released and that will complete the Piti area that we
have in our inventory. Some of those area up there belongs to commercial port and all those
things behind the Piti Power Lines.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: How many lots have already been released?
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Deputy Director David Camacho: We have a listing to issue out. A listing for all the lots to
be released back in 2002 and it’s dated it will show on the listing.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay just for a minute
Deputy Director David Camacho: That’s on the agenda? And you guys should make a
copy.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay excuse me Commissioner Orlino is asking to leave early to her
prior commitment. You need to leave now?
Commissioner Anita Orlino: I need to be excused please out of before four o’clock thank
you.
Deputy Director David Camacho: So, this listing started in June 21, 2002 up to October 31,
2016. Or September 1, 2017 the last one that we released to Tomas Iriarte.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Did they do a Deed Signing ceremony for that one?
Deputy Director David Camacho: Yes. We did already.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Oh really. I didn’t even know.
Too many talking
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay. I have a question for Mr. Santos. And just a moment Joe. Those
contours lines are pretty up to date and accurate right? So you can actually use the contour
lines to guide.
Mr. Paul Santos: To guide planning purposes only. Planning purposes have been you know
the technology for lidar you know stands for light imaging detection and ranging. They actually,
had in this case, we call it satellite imagery so, the lidar pulses will come from the satellite and
will acquire this data so, it’s not survey grade but, it’s planning grade. the accuracy if you say
that water will flow this way water will flow that way and that kind of stuff. If it shows that there’s
a mountain there then, there’s a mountain there. it’s just that how big is that mountain can be.
We can use it for planning purposes but, not for engineering design.
Chairman Tony Ada: Yeah. So, that’s the next best thing to actually going out there and
cutting going and walk in there.
Mr. Paul Santos: Yeah. And were too old for that already.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay. Joey, you had something to say.
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Joey Leon Guerrero: I guess I just wanted to clarity that should we not contact remaining
land owners because we want to finish the tentative masterplan? I’m kind of hearing that from
Mr. Borja you know don’t return anymore lands until were done identifying the easements.
Director Michael Borja: Well it’s really a policy for the commissioners but, you know my
recommendation is what are you going to do for them? You’re going to give them an
encumbrance really. You’re not going to give them an asset. They’re going to get something
they have to pay taxes on but, can’t get to.
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: You have to pay attorneys to get prescriptive to even things
Out.

Director Michael Borja: Yeah. And then they’re going to fight it out with each other.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: So, what is your recommendation?
Director Michael Borja: Try to find whatever’s is the most manageable way that can have
that can connect through the whole place and then determine like I said find out
what’s your percentage of your properly is to that whole and you get the net in the approximate
area of where your property was at.
an easement

Commissioner Anita Orlino: To say that each and every land owner there before released
that they could access their property.
Director Michael Borja: Yeah so, that easement access is design so, that all the lots will
have an access of some kind but, in order to get all the way through there you would have to
get the best useable place.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: So, if families ready to get their land back? They’ve already
done an abstract of title are we going to hold it or are we going to wait? Because my uncle is
a part of this and he is very old, I think he’s a lot survivor.
Director Michael Borja: I just finish hearing you say that the other way that it should be done
so that they can access unfortunately if the timing is not right, you’re going to force this on
issues that individual can celebrate the return of his land. Yet, what’s he’s going to get?
Too many talking
Director Michael Borja: This case its worse than Radio Barrigada.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: This is worse than Radio Barrigada and Radio Barrigada took
a long time. The land owners there some of them are say there comes a real time. And this,
looking at this, this is too much you need somebody there to come in with a helicopter and
cable car to get down there.
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Director Michael Borja: Paul that one subdivision that you have there. Is that already an
approved map? So, you have a family who hired a surveyor who didn’t do a topographical
survey map. He just took a white piece of paper and drew some lines and says there you go.
Now survey, Land Management approved this. But, when we look at it, it would be like you
said all these hillside properties that people subdivide is great you got a piece of property but,
what are you going to do with it, and how can you get there or, is it really usable? Because
families have to really understand just because you got an interest in some property, how are
you going to divide it and what are you going to do at the end? The side of a hill that’s good
enough for the goat that’s about it? and that’s what it’s going to be because in this case their
too steep to use.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Yeah Mr. Borja. Are all the zip lining company would be
interested in?
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Yeah. Sell it the waterfall I think Talofofo falls and you can ride
the cable car down to it and pay for it.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: I think we’re just repeating everything and let’s just do this,
just do what you said?
Director Michael Borja: Let us try and come up with just an idea of potential percentages.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: But, in the meantime contact them and let them know and that
will work right Joey?
Director Michael Borja: No let’s have our ducks in line before we tell them.
Deputy Director David Camacho: Like the Director said let Paul finish with his. With what
feasible.
Too many talking
Commissioner Maria Cruz: You know a lot of these families who have returned properties
back to they haven’t even go ne through probate because they don’t have the money. so,
even If you were deed it next week or two months from now, they don’t have the money to
complete the process of the probate.
Deputy Director David Camacho: I believe there are only about three or four properties in
Piti that went through that process
Director Michael Borja: Right! and so, if you gave a property that’s out in the middle of
nowhere. Now you’re going to be without an easement. Now, you’re going to say fight it out
amongst yourselves and take it to court. And get the Legal Counsel to say were going to end
up having a lawyer that’s going to do more than probate and find prescriptive easements.
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Legal Counsel Nicolas loft: Prescriptive easements whether land locked in and they would
have to come through a different estate to come to a road.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: So, your saying approved by Land Management there’s
three family that went to their subdivisions and approved already.
Director Michael Borja: No, No, No.
Too many talking
Director Michael Borja: This is a proposed subdivision map that you saw.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Do you have any of interest that already cut and have a
road in and was approved or not?
Mr. Paul Santos: This one?
Deputy Director David Camacho: The one over there, he’s showing it to you?
Mr. Paul Santos: This one?
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: That’s the one? That’s the only one so far?
Deputy Director David Camacho: The thing that, that property owner is utilizing the
recorded easement there. It’s a recorded easement? But, the thing is the one that they did
the court they shouldn’t do that because it’s land locking the back side? And the survey
division wouldn’t allow all that.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Well he’s done his part, that’s all he cares what he did he did.
doesn’t care about the one behind. Who cares?
Director Michael Borja: No. but, we tell them. We tell them and they have to comply.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Until he gets caught.
Too many talking
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay. Now getting back to the question of taxes as long as the land
owner doesn’t survey it. they’re not paying taxes, right?
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Right?
Chairman Tony Ada: So, is you give them a property and you decide to give one.
Deputy Director David Camacho: Watch is because once you record it.
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Commissioner Anita Orlino: That’s it right? you start paying taxes.
Joey Leon Guerrero: Rev and Tax, once they see a deed now Paul said that there’s not
going to be assed tax, their assessing the families. And Mr. Borja and Margarita have been
arguing with Rev and Tax trying to take it out of the tax roN and but, they said oh no! and so,
were like she found a map. I go that’s the 1940 map? There’s no current maps? And she just
refuses to listen to us.
Chairman Tony Ada: The person at Rex and Tax?

Joey Leon Guerrero: Yes.
Deputy Director David Camacho: Their utilizing the deed that we issue out?

Chairman Tony Ada: So, we have to tell the land owner to hurry up and do something right?
]oey Leon Guerrero: Bennet Atoigue.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Bennet Atoigue at Property tax.
Joey Leon Guerrero: So, we were telling her you shouldn’t be assessing these lands but,
she.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: She’s the Administrator, right?
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: And you have the law the enabling legislation that actually
says that.
]oey Leon Guerrero: I keep explained to her and then she goes well, that’s not up to me to
decide. I can’t interpret that law. And so, Margarita went there and I’ve called and I already
my blood pressure went high and I’m just.
Chairman Tony Ada: Well, if it’s the Jaw that’s something that the lawmakers have to address
it. It’s in their (Inaudible) right?
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Yeah. But, we have to advise the land owners that’s theirs
a law in place that says you don’t have to because some of these people might just go in and
pay their tax that’s not subdivided.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay. We’re trying to do our best for the original land owners, right?
But, the original Ancestral Lands Act.
Deputy Director David Camacho: It’s not included in that? we cannot come up?
Chairman Tony Ada: So, all of these parcels in here Mr. Camacho they already have claim
interest by the original land owners? Or some of them the original land owners don’t know?
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Deputy Director David Camacho: There’s a claimant already, it shows there?
Chairman Tony Ada: Are there any lots in there?
Deputy Director David Camacho: There’s no more lots in there. There’s no more lots that
we identified. It’s unclaimed?
Chairman Tony Ada: So, all of the original land owners knows that they have something in
there?
Deputy Director David Camacho: Most of these properties there are five claimants, six
claimants, Three, two.
Chairman Tony Ada: And that’s where they have to go the court to tell us what to do right?
Deputy Director David Camacho: He was trying to do a location on the estate and their
heirs on this.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: What he asked us was that all the remaining’s have land?
That what he was asking but, I don’t think so right?
Commissioner Anita Orlino: The remaining of this?
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: All of the remaining lots? All the remaining lots that need
to be give out. I don’t think everyone knows right? there’s some that can’t be found?
Deputy Director David Camacho: Yeah. That’s why it shows here. I said look at the
claimant. Then, I told them that were trying to do location on.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Yeah. So, I don’t think to answer your question. I guess
it’s not all the land owners know that they have property?
Deputy Director David Camacho: But, I asked you that?
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: No. because the listing.
Deputy Director David Camacho: I told you that there’s some.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: You told him. But, he didn’t get it. it didn’t register over
there.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay. Mr. Santos and Mr. Melvin thanks for your update.
Mr. Paul Santos: Alright. Thank you very much.
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Commissioner Maria Cruz: So, what else you need form us to continue further instructions
from our director?
Mr. Paul Santos: Off course we answer to the director.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: Yeah. That’s what I said further instruction to the director okay.
Thank you.
Chairman Tony Ada: Oaky. Commissioner Orlino whenever you’re ready to go. It’s 3:39.
paragraph number five

V. NEW BUSINESS
A. NDWWTP Land Appraisals

—

GWA

Director Michael Borja: Okay. Including your package is a staff sheet plus two ditferent
appraisals that’s were done for the Northern District Waste Water Treatment Plant. Again,
Public Law 33-198 authorizes the sale of seventy thousand square meters of Ancestral lands.
Spanish Crown inventory to the Guam Water Works Authority of construction of the Northern
District Waste Water Treatment Plant. They identified the land as portion of Anderson
Communications Annex No.1 (AJKD) in Dededo and there is a proposed lot parcel survey
map created by Guam Water Works by DCA and Associates which identifies the property as
Lot 101 90-1 Municipality of Dededo. The law says that Guam Water Works shall pay for the
appraisal and the appraisals shall be based at Hotel Zone while Water Works shall survey the
property and the purchase price shall be based on the average of two appraisals. GWA
submitted on November 7th the two appraisals and listed on here are what they came up with.
MILO Appraisal Group their appraisal is dated July 28 and they went to the property as Hotel
Zone came up with two million two hundred sixty thousand dollars. Corners Stone Valuation
on their October 1 6th appraisal as looking at the property as Hotel Zone came up with two
million seven hundred twenty thousand dollars. The fair market value is the average of the
two which comes out to two million four hundred and ninety thousand dollars. My
recommendation is that the commission approve by resolution the fair market value of the
submitted appraisals of the purchase price of two million four hundred and ninety thousand
dollars. What I have attached to this is the proposed resolution, the summary of the appraisals,
the proposed survey map which is still in the process of being worked and the full copy of both
appraisals. and we provided to you guys these copies last week for your review. So, the
resolution would read whereas Public Law 33-198 authorizes the transfer of seventy thousand
square meters from the Guam Ancestral Lands Commissions Spanish Crown Lands inventory
of the Guam Water Works Authority for the Construction of the Northern Waste Water
Treatment Plant. Whereas Public Law 33-1 98 identified the property to be transferred as a
portion of Anderson Communication Annex NO. 1 (AJKD) in the Municipality of Dededo.
Whereas Public Law 33-198 required Guam Water Works Authority to survey the designated
the property to pay for two appraisals of the property based on Hotel Zone (H) to determine
fair market value as the average of two appraisals to be the purchase price and whereas GWA
identified a parcel and the proposed lot parceling survey map prepared by DCA and
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Associates as Lot 10190-1, Municipality of Dededo. Whereas GWA submitted a November
7th
the two appraisals by MILO Appraisal and Corner Stone at the numbers I just finished
mentioned earlier and whereas November 15th the Guam Ancestral Lands Board of
Commissioners have been regularly scheduled meeting in Tamuning, Guam approved a
motion to accept the proposals for the purchase price to be the fair market value of two million
four hundred and ninety thousand dollars. Now, therefore be a resolve of Guam Ancestral
Lands Commission Board of Commissioners transmits to the consolidated commission on
utilities of the Guam Water Works Authority has acceptance of the appraisals identified above
and the Guam Ancestral Lands Commission Board of Commissioners determines the
purchase price of seventy thousand square meter a portion of Anderson Communication
Annex No.1 (AJKD) also, proposed to be identified as Lot 10190-1 to be two million four
hundred and ninety thousand dollars and so, that’s the resolution. And then you can see on
the attachment as well which is included in both of the appraisals. This proposed lot parceling
survey map which they are doing currently whole Spanish Crown Lands in not just (AJKD)
but, all the way to the north.

Commissioner Anita Orlino: On this Market Value conclusions to seven twenty shows six
to twelve months on page?
Director Michael Borja: On the executive summary page 1 on the top? I just gave you what
this is taken directly out of is just an executive summary of the appraisals. They always give
a time period of how valid what the value period time is for the appraisals.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: It fluctuates right as time goes by or, when it’s depended on
when the appraisal is made the value.
Director Michael Borja: No their appraisal.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: What is that on that market value?
Director Michael Borja: That’s the dates they came up with the amount? October 4th this is
on the Corner Stone Valuation page 5. Yeah that’s just the dates that they came up? The date
of their opinion.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Okay.
Director Michael Borja: And that’s the reason why there’s a need for two appraisals because
they are just (Indecipherable) but, they are professional. So, I just ask if you guys do approve
this resolution on the appraisals to please vote on it by a motion to approve the resolution and
then, once that’s approved and signed the resolution is signed I’ll forward it on to the CCU for
them to also vote on it. now, the payment of this money however, it will go into an escrow and
it will be delivered to the Ancestral Lands Commission upon the completion of the survey map
in block parceling. And the reason it’s only a proposed one is because the land still needs to
be registered. Okay that was all part of the process and they got to register the whole then
they can formally parcel out this property. But, in the meantime the law grabs them the
authority to begin their due diligence of the property to do what they need to do to get moving.
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So, that they can get this project off. From of the ground but, their moving forward and we’ll
be assisting them in getting this process done. I do need to let you know that the cost of this
land registration for this large parcel of properly because remember it’s not just (AJKD) It’s
like Radio, Naval Communication and theirs three different Naval Parcels that this whole thing
in compasses. The cost to the land registrations should be born by this commission.

Chairman Tony Ada: What are we looking at in terms of the cost.
Director Michael Borja: Well, it’s a long process it takes at least a year but, it will be the cost
of notification. That’s usually the biggest part of the cost. I do not know what the cost of that
is going to be. The land has to be registered and you need to get it. this is the process. We
do potentially have someone to the north that might have some objections. Once you get your
land registered then you got greater weighing to the properly in doing with what you need to
move forward. But, it has to be registered but, the notification processes are usually the most
difficult because we got to serve everyone. All the adjacent lands we have to serve the
individuals who are the owners or the appointed representatives and then there’s the court
process. But the court process is just.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: So, that’s a long process?
Director Michael Borja: Yes, it’s at least a year from the time we get started but, the survey
has to be done.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: In the mean time we have.
Director Michael Borja: And so, you’re not paying for the survey. Their paying for the survey.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: In the meantime GWA has a time frame to meet because it’s a
grant by the military.
Director Michael Borja: Right. is it in their interest to get this registration done and they
know that? and so, their hustling to get this survey map completed. And then, once that land
registration survey map has been approved by the court in the land registration case they will
almost immediately then, record the parceling map.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: And GWA will pay for that cost, the survey and everything?
Director Michael Borja: Yes.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: The amount showing here right now except today that’s what’s
going to come into ours.
Director Michael Borja: Well I think any cost for the Land Management has surveyor on this
needs to be paid by this commission.
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Commissioner Maria Cruz: Don’t’ forget it’s in our favor too because there’s a parcel there
that will be registered which is good because we don’t have to pay for it.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: They volunteered to do that?

Director Michael Borja: No. then, they volunteered to do the survey.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: They volunteered to do the survey, they volunteered to do the
prices so, they should get that.
Director Michael Borja:
mandated.

No, they didn’t volunteer to do the appraisals because it was

Commissioner Anita Orlino: Well, you know meant you know but it was on a volunteer
basis.
Director Michael Borja: The cost of the survey is huge?
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Will be Bourne by GWA?
Director Michael Borja: Yeah.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay on the table is whether we are going to approve this resolution
but, I have a couple more questions. The MILO Appraisal Group they came in at thirty-two
twenty-nine cents a square meter at Hotel Zone. And Corner Stone Valuation came in at thirtyeight eighty-six Hotel Zone. Is that what land for a Hotel Zone cost now?
Director Michael Borja: If you look to their appraisals the way they come about is that they
look at everything around on the area and incomparable rates of what they are at that area.
Chairman Tony Ada: So, theirs basically nothing in, there right?
Director Michael Borja: Right. but, you know if it was just an Agriculture zone then, they
have to probably do a different calculation. But, you can see that’s what these things are so
comprehensive that they look at the sale of other previous lands in the area to get an estimate
of exactly of what has been paid for in the past. They look at those kinds of thing too. they
look at the history.
Chairman Tony Ada: So, basically just because it was called Hotel Zone.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: It doesn’t mean?
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: It doesn’t mean that’s correct? That is correct because
they’ll look at highest and best use of a property and like he said what is around it right now
where is the area that we need in the right direction. All of those factors affect the evaluation
regardless of the zoning may be because you can have places where that are zoned like
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commercial or hotel and there’s no sewer theirs no infrastructure to support it. so, it’s not going
to have the same evaluation of the commercial zone.
Chairman Tony Ada: So, well we got a little bit excited right? because down in where Hilton
and the Reef are. that’s nine hundred dollars a square meter?
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Yeah you can’t use that as a (Inaudible).
Chairman Tony Ada: Yeah you can’t use that because that was just camouflage because
that was just Hotel Zone.
Director Michael Borja: Well no, no, I need to remind you that Hotel Zone was added based
upon members of this commission’s recommendation at the public hearing.
Chairman Tony Ada: With the idea that it’s going to be you know up there.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: No. with the idea that investors could easily come in
without having to rezone a piece of property that they would have to one less procedure to go
in there and get in zoned. If it’s Agriculture.

Director Michael Borja: No. but. you got to remember too its already zoned Hotel.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Right.
Director Michael Borja: So, that’s the reason why the request was for it to be appraised at
its current zoning. If you didn’t say that, they would have appraised it at its current zoning.
Regardless of whether or not so, you would ask for that. so, that’s what they would do.
Chairman Tony Ada: Yeah. But, they’re not there not even regarding the word Hotel. They’re
regarding those criteria that you said. What are the price of the property you sold around the
area? The second part to my question theirs further up same side of the area the Harmon
right behind the original medical center recently GPA bought two hundred thirty-six thousand
seven hundred and eight square meter property because we ask them they could have ours
but, lease it only and they paid 10.7 and its zoned M-1.
Director Michael Borja: No it’s not zoned at M-1, it’s zoned R-2 I think.
Chairman Tony Ada: M-1 that’s what?
Director Michael Borja: No that’s what they were going to be requesting to be zoned too.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay. Well, forty-five dollars and twenty cents a square meter.
Director Michael Borja: That’s a negotiated price? That was because they sat down with
whoever those owners were and came up with a price. That wasn’t based on appraisals. It
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was they used appraisals to know where their stand point was but, that’s what they were
looking at.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: So, we should have named our price then.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay so, I just brought those questions up so that.
Director Michael Borja: No. because in the sale of government land the way it works. It’s
not a negotiation. The legislature never allows that to be a negotiation. They use the Fair
Market Values formulas for it. now in the case with the other land who is private land so, it
was a totally different story.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay so, GWA promised to survey the entire property, right? that’s
part of the deal. Where in this resolution I mean I didn’t see that it was written here that they’re
going to be committed to that
Director Michael Borja: They committed to you that you’re well, that’s not part of the
appraisal? This thing is just to approve the Fair Market Value. They said that to you in a board
meeting. They never repeated that to us when Miguel Bordallo repeated we said that we were
going to do it. it’s recorded in one of your board meetings?
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay. Mr. Bordallo is the Director, there right?
Director Michael Borja: He is the General Manager?
Chairman Tony Ada: And he’s saying it because he’s got the backing of the work?
Commission, right? because if he transfers to another job, they might say oh! That was Miguel
talking not the rest of us?
Director Michael Borja: No! that’s the understanding that these guys know?
Chairman Tony Ada: I’m sorry we could have asked for Mr. Orlino but, one, there’s one,
two, three, tour, five, so, that resolution that Mr. Borja rad out to you the documents prepared
there and it everybody’s is okay with this Fair Market Value with two million four hundred and
ninety thousand dollars for the seventy thousand square meters, thirty thousand square
meters for those. It’s about thirty-five dollars and fifty-seven cents a square meter. Seventy
thousand square meters two million four hundred ninety and thousand dollars. If nobody has
any revisions for this. Can I get a motion to approve this resolution?
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Do we put in resolutions the conditions still remains to be
satisfied or, is that not put in there? For instance, as the Chairman brought up the surveying
and of all the properties. Do we put that in a resolution?
Director Michael Borja:
appraisals.

Well, this resolution was merely to respond directly to the
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Commissioner Maria Cruz: Right. because I think there was another resolution already to
addressed that.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Was there? That stipulates all the conditions with what
have you.
Director Michael Borja: Yeah. When we approve the sale of the land. I’ll have to look that
up to see if it says it.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Okay. Because I mean this resolution does as you say
confirm the appraisals but also, confirms the purchase price. But in order for a sale to go
through there are certain things that have to be done that was agreed upon. So, I just want to
make sure that do we put that into this resolution now? as you brought up you know that still
stipulates on that they agree to do the surveys, land registration or whatever it was that they
agreed too, does that need to be reup rated in here or, is there another resolution?
Commissioner Maria Cruz: There was another resolution all were doing here is approving
the appraisal amount.
Chairman Tony Ada: Or maybe you call it purchase agreement. This is just to tell them that
this is what we accept the appraisal right? but, we know through our meetings that they offered
as part of it the entire properties.
Director Michael Borja: Yeah because there will be another document for the sale. The
purchase agreement.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Okay.
Chairman Tony Ada: Is it just for Lot 101 nor, or like you said the three.
Director Michael Borja: No, no, it’s just this. What the survey?
Chairman Tony Ada: They promised to survey the entire of Lot 101.
Director Michael Borja: No, no., no, the whole Crown Land area in there which is like.
Chairman Tony Ada: I saw that in there. That’s a deal?
Director Michael Borja: Yeah. It’s a huge area I think I have a map for once for you guys.
This is merely the popsicle stick portion of the whole property.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: That they did agree to do the whole area?
Director Michael Borja: They have to, they have to because it’s one lot.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: Yeah one lot.
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Director Michael Borja: It’s one lot and therefor they want to take part of that lot they have
to do the whole before they can parcel out a part of it.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: And that was our agreement on our meeting.
Director Michael Borja: Yeah.
Chairman Tony Ada: The lot the one lot is 10790.
Director Michael Borja: No, no, no, that’s the portion of, the whole lot is probably going to
be well, I don’t know what the lots going to be called. But, right now they’re classifying as
101 90-Ri. But, that was going to be you see it’s a hundred and thirty-nine thousand acres.
Remaining for them to survey.
Deputy David Camacho: It’s the boundary of the Unpingco, Pangelinan.
Chairman Tony Ada: We just want to be clear that.
Director Michael Borja: Yeah. They know that? that’s the only legal way to take out the
entire property. To take out their portion because they have to take out to survey the whole
thing.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: Oh, so, the property description would after the.
Director Michael Borja: Oh yeah here’s the map that shows the whole crown land because
they are also, doing this on Chamorro Land Trust properties and one of the place or it. the
portion they want is part of an unregistered lot. They got to do the whole thing to portion out
theirs. And their done with the money, it’s just an escrow? And in fact, their pushing us to
hurry up and get the process moving on the land registration. because they want to close that
out quickly.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay the resolution is here to be clear part of it. like what they say if
it’s not on paper, t doesn’t exist right? if we can get that paper that they agreed to survey not
just the 101 but, the entire like what you mentioned it’s been discussed but, we got to get it
on paper so there’s no upgrade area as to. We don’t want them to come back and say no
were only supposed to do this side.
Director Michael Borja: Well, by virtue of their survey map. You can see that they’re doing
the whole thing. Their doing the whole thing and their doing the lot parceling of all of lot 10190
and they’re going to parcel out later on. Because this is sheet one and tit’s in the bolder lines
so, that’s the heavier lines shows where they’re going to mark out.
Deputy Director David Camacho: That’s the survey map.
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Director Michael Borja: No. you can see that’s the survey map. The survey map that they
have to do this it’s going to be signed by Guam Water Works.
Chairman Tony Ada: I’m familiar with one line here on this lot map number 101090, right?
that shows the entire area that the lines are but, it doesn’t include the Agui. It’s right up here
this if you look at the upper right-hand corner. I need a magnifying glass there. But the hash
marks there above that hash mark there, that’s Agui? It does not include, everybody sees
where I’m referring to. Okay this is the back of the document. Right here where the upper
right-hand corner it hash marks the properly area they’re referring to.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Your talking about this part?
Chairman Tony Ada: Open that up, Can I see again Commissioner Wessling?
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: This one?
Chairman Tony Ada: Yeah so, you see the hash marks there, you see how it looks. It’s kind
of like.
Director Michael Borja: The shaded area. That’s the subject area.
Chairman Tony Ada: Yeah so, on the on the top of hash marks there, you see a line that
goes diagonally down something like fifteen degrees or something. Above that, that’s
Unpingco?
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Okay.
Chairman Tony Ada: This is the back side of FAA, the FAA properties.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Okay.
Director Michael Borja: Yeah, that’s what I’m saying this is the whole area that they have
to survey out. And then, we have to register so, that we can insure that, that boundary would
be potentially disputed is formally closed.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Forever and in Guam Ancestral Lands.
Chairman Tony Ada: And that’s a hundred and thirty-nine thousand seven hundred ten
acres. Okay.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: That’s not the part where who’s that, what’s the family
there again Pangelinan? That’s not the one?
Chairman Tony Ada: That’s above that?
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Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: That’s not the part when they went and sliced that’s the
one that’s in dispute with us?
Director Michael Borja: Well, they’re not un dispute yet, they had proposed to do something
differently but they kind of stepped back.
Chairman Tony Ada: That line is the line that we agreed to.
Deputy Director David Camacho: This will be reviewed by the survey division. This is the
recorded documentation that the survey’s basing themselves on Lot 190 or 10190. Forget
about who’s Pangelinan, who’s Agul and what.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: I’m just bringing that up because remember they came in
with their own survey map. I’m just wondering if that’s part of it.
Director Michael Borja: Well they can have a proposed survey map but, it was a land
registration map again, they would have to go in and take it to land registration process to
which we would probably go in and place objections explain why we object and what
documents we have to object and the judge would then rule. But, they haven’t even done their
land registration. Is that? anything on that Nick, they haven’t even done their land registration.
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: No not yet.
Director Michael Borja: Or. Else we’ll be involved we’ve received notices but, we haven’t
got anything. Not even the map, we can’t do without the map.
Chairman Tony Ada: On the old maps, the navy maps, that line there that diagonally line
those dotted lines I mean a dash line and on the navy legion they said that’ surveyed
boundary, right? that’s not the family saying it, that’s the navy saying it. so yes, the one above
their entitled to it, this area they cannot reach further down they cannot. Okay so, just so that
everybody knows this is what is being included as part as the deal. So, can we get that
formalized I mean here’s the map. The map is kind of like I verified that they’re going to do it
right. I’m asking where to go so, you guys can chime in. can we trust his or, like the place that
I learned through many years, if you don’t get it in further it doesn’t exist. And it can change.
But, if we trust because were government to government I kind of would think. Can I sign this?
Commissioner Maria Cruz: I’m willing to sign it.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: I don’t’ think they can survey that portion out without
surveying the whole thing. Anyway, right just like you said. They can’t take that one little one
without surveying.
Director Michael Borja: We wouldn’t allow them to take that portion without the whole
they’ve understand that, they definitely because this is not the only case, we told them on
other cases and their doing exact what we told them. they’re surveying out an entire
unregistered property just to take a small portion of that.
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Chairman Tony Ada: Yeah, I hope that’s what it is but I’m aware of private families where
it’s an undivided interest and they can’t figure out okay (Indecipherable) system who’s going
to get what and one member of the family they got a surveyor they know the boundaries even
if they just cut out a piece and took it.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: You don’t have to bring out that little if they did they did
they still have to take it to Land Management to register it and they will.
Deputy Director David Camacho: This is going to Land Registration anybody can come in
and go and contest or what. But, this is what the survey did.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Well, maybe we can request a copy of the resolution that
was done before that stated all the stipulations.

Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: Yes Joey.
Joey Leon Guerrero: It’s in the Public Law?
Deputy Director David Camacho: I was going to say that it’s Public Law.
Mr. Joey Leon Guerrero: It’s in the Public Law itself.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay Joey what Public Law is it?
Mr. ]oey Leon Guerrero: 33
Director Michael Borja: 33-198 whatever I sent out the resolution. That Public Law says you
won’t have to pay. They have to pay for the survey?

Commissioner Louisa Wessling: And that was satisfied?
Chairman Tony Ada: But, the survey means they survey the basic.

Commissioner Louisa Wessling: It says that
Director Michael Borja: No, because the right of entry that we gave them was pretty long
because we had to include those three Nava Lots portions of (AJKD) portions of I don’t know
what the rest of these properties are. but, we have to list them all into what they’re going to
be taken out of. Lot Radio Naval Station, Finegayan, South Finegayan Housing 01 those are
the three lots (AJKD).
Chairman Tony Ada: Yeah.
Director Michael Borja: Clear is clear were all on top of this, because they can’t register this
property without doing that. they can’t take their portion without.
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Chairman Tony Ada: Okay good.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: Are we all in favor?
Chairman Tony Ada: Any more questions, can I hear a motion and.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: I just have one question really quick, no reservations on
the appraisals?
Chairman Tony Ada: Well. My answer to that one is the Hotel Zoned at thirty-five dollars.
But, we already know that just because it has the alternate word it’s not the one? They’re
going to get comfortable so the local area their going to look down at Tumon bay and say it’s
nine hundred dollars a square meter and that’s what we’re going to put here right according
to Commissioner Wessling.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: You know as looking at the eyes of the appraiser. It’s not
apples to apples up there by the current sewage treatment plant and the whole area basically
for the most part being zoned at M-1 for industrial use but, it’s really just all boonies out there.
It’s not apples to apple to compared to what’s coming down in Tumon.
Chairman Tony Ada: Yeah, as but, then I’m repeating what said earlier the property that
was recently purchased by GPA came in at forty-five twenty which Director Borja said that
was a negotiated price. For us the way we wanted it to value because I don’t; know about the
rest of you but, I thought if we call it Hotel.
Deputy Director David Camacho: Again, the Public Law is to specify the appraisal to have
an appraisal based on the appraisal that’s Public Law?
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Now whether or not the recent thing with GPA and their
price point with bearing on this remains to be seen. Would it change the figures you know
anymore, I don’t It we have the position or the fright to get our own appraisal?

Commissioner Maria Cruz: We did That’s one of them.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Oh. This is one of them, oh. I’m sorry.
Director Michael Borja: Corner Stone is ours but, they paid for it, if you want to do another
one they’re not paying for it. they already paid for it.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: And were not appraisers so, were not going to have to rely on
a professional work.
Chairman Tony Ada: But even at the appraisers that we contacted which I believe they been
doing this for a while.
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Commissioner Louisa Wessling: No. as far as their integrity I just will that most current
thing with GPA because it’s very recent now. would that change this about if that.
Director Michael Borja: But, remember that’s not even recorded yet? And it probably won’t
get recorded for a little while longer.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Oaky.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: Yeah. It needs to be recorded to be reflect it right?
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Yeah, they would need an actual sale because anything
can happen. yeah anything can happen.
Chairman Tony Ada: Corner Stone came in higher by about five hundred thousand and but,
it still equates to thirty-eight dollars and eighty-six cents or, thirty-nine dollars a square meter
but, they reputable. That’s what they came up with?
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: That was my whole question was reservations not just the
price but, the whole too. that was my question about any reservation. So, you guys answered
it.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Corner Stone, Yeah. I wouldn’t have any reservation they
did their own homework. I went through the comps that they used and their rational in
evaluation.
Chairman Tony Ada: As you found there on whether or not, you’re going to give me a motion
a second to sign this the other part is that the proceeds of this funds are going to invest though.
But, we also need some kind of clearance from the Legislature that we could take that money
and use it as developers if we don’t.
Director Michael Borja: No. you don’t it’s your money it’s not their money.
Chairman Tony Ada: But, remember it’s in the Land Bank.
Director Michael Borja: It’s in the Land Bank as will described later on the letter from Senator
Ada it’s not public money?
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay. But, the law it’s in the Land Bank this property owned by
Ancestral lands right now for the benefit of the beneficiaries. There’s some cash which in the
land bank through us and theirs some in the Land Bank properties. All were doing is were
converting the land into cash so, therefore, if you sell this the proceeds go’s straight into the
trust and we can’t touch it.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: Unless we make a motion to use it for something else that has
to be in line with our authority.
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Director Michael Borja: But, that’s not totally true because when you are collecting rent from
GEDA that total is not going directly into your trust. You’re taking a net.
Chairman Tony Ada: Executive Director Camacho questioned that and the Senator right
Dave was Pangelinan. But, just by his interpretation to you is just they can go ahead and take
it.
Deputy Director David Camacho: Yeah.
Chairman Tony Ada: Because it didn’t before it comes in. again, that’ not in writing in the
public law that it can be done. We just said that we needed a property manager they got the
expertise.

Deputy Director David Camacho: I believe on the public law it stated that you could utilize
as long as it’s in line with the Land Bank. You could utilize on the (Indecipherable) board and
you have to review the Land Bank again, I advise you guys to review again. There’s certain
things that you guys can do monies is not just going to say they’re just going to put it and let
it idol and let it go. But, there’s things that you could utilize you could always’ use to purchase
or use to.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: My initial recommendation is to put that money onto a recovery
fund because remember that we are able to use that funding for I’m not saying for all of it but,
think about at least some.

Deputy Director David Camacho: I don’t think Commissioner that you can use that because
it’s a separate issue. And it’s another public law that created the Land Owner’s Recovery
Fund.
Commissioner Maria Cruz:
thought’s.

Yeah but, we’ve been using that for all our administrative

Deputy Director David Camacho:
Yes, because of the fact that Ancestral Land
Commissions don’t’ have to give a penny to pay for a copy machine rental and whatever
supplies that we need at that time and through the advice of the attorney on the attorney
general at that time, he said we could utilize it. as, long as you use it for that purpose.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: I suggest the use of that fund that we can maybe table to another
meeting and we can bring storm in the meantime so, until we meet.
Director Michael Borja: It will be well over a year before you’re going to see that.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: Okay. Then, we have plenty of time.
Deputy Director David Camacho: And that’s my advice on that issue on that Land Owners
Recovery Fund. It was mentioned with the auditor on that we did (indecipherable).
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Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: I will to approve the Resolution Mr. Chair Resolution 201 704.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay we have a motion.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: Can we extend that motion to approve the amount that Fair
Market Value on that property which is two million four hundred and ninety thousand.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay, who’s recording the motion? Do you need to write down
what the motion was? Is there a point? So, the motion was to approve 201 7-04 which
approves the Fair Market Value of two million four hundred and ninety thousand dollars
for seventy thousand square meters within reference as Lot 707 90-7 being purchased
by the Guam Water Works Authority to upgrade the Northern Waste Water Treatment
Plant. That’s the motion?
Commissioner Maria Cruz: I’ll second the motion.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay it’s been seconded it by Commissioner Cruz. Do I hear a
vote of all those in favor?
All Commissioners: Aye
Chairman Tony Ada: The five of us present, everybody agrees. Motion carries it’s
fifteen minutes after four, can we take a minute ten?
VI. PUBLIC COMMENTS
Chairman Tony Ada: Joey, right?
Director Michael Borja: He sat through the whole thing.
VII. REPORTS
Chairman Tony Ada: Mr. Director.
Director Michael Borja: This is the letter from Senator Ada he basically wants to know was
some procurement that follow in getting the financial services. Like for example for Coast 360
and going for the chick to moving the monies into a certificate of the deposit. So, in
consultation with our Legal Counsel in the response you can see that I said that the monies
were deposited into the Land Bank account. They’re not considered to be public as regulate
the procurement code. But, instead, consider private funds owned by the Land Bank
beneficiaries held in trust that specifies in Public Law 25-45.
Chairman Tony Ada: You put Twenty-Four.
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Director Michael Borja: I know, I saw it. And furthermore, the exception of the Land bank
and its fund being considered private and not public was upheld in the Gange case. I supplied
a copy of that Gange case. It’s eighty pages I can give it to you guys but, in pages sixteen
through thirty-one was the analysis of how it’s considered private. So, regarding Commissions
selection on the bank to hold the deposits the Ancestral supported its decision by motions and
resolution to selecting the bank and we always had federally insured that are locally
successful for additional accounts had been subject to annual budgets conducted by the office
of Public Accountability. During the out briefing the Public Auditor verbally note that the
Commission invest their cash assets to their returns. So, I attached where numerous vote
motions going all the way back to. I think It was 2002 Joey? Where you guys selected I think
initially First Hawaiian and Bank of Hawaii and then, we moved it on to Coast 360. So, that
was the response to the Senator. I haven’t received anything back from the memos.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: And today is only the fifteen, a couple of days, ago right?
Director Michael Borja: Any questions on that? and the accounts we just got the Coast 360
bank account yesterday and it does reflect all the movement of the monies into the new TCD.
So, that won’t be reflected into our reports until probably next month
Chairman Tony Ada: Yeah and we do that in due diligence to put it into conservative funds
highest unity which is the TCD’s right? so that’s what the procurement law looks for right?
procurement law looks for lower bidder. So, that’s good and were trusted to do that. but, do
you have to do a errata here just to do a 45 to make that 45.
Director Michael Borja: No they haven’t questioned back and I’ll just send by emails just
saying partial on that is public law on 25-45.
Chairman Tony Ada: Because I looked up 24-45.
Director Michael Borja: Yeah, yeah it was a mistyped because I actually had the law opened
up when I was writing in this. I just mistyped.
Deputy Director David Camacho: On the account the TCD you have all the account listing
on your packets and the deposits and all the different accounts
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: You have the resolution there.
Director Michael Borja: Yeah, I have the resolution.
Chairman Tony Ada: I think I remember 2017-04.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay, I’m sorry Dave continue.
Deputy Director David Camacho: Just to include the resolution.
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Director Michael Borja: In fact the bank account specifically identifies that it was by
resolution to move the monies. So, I made sure that it was all there. And it was all there.
Deputy Director David Camacho: If you want some information as the tentative to estimate
as to what the account is going to make in the 18 months where we deposited one million and
mature time is going to make about twenty-two thousand six hundred twenty-nine forty-two
cents. The 24 month we deposit one million were going to make about thirty-three thousand
two hundred. And on the 48-month we deposit two million were going to make two hundred
fifty-nine seven hundred and nine thousand.
Director Michael Borja: And if might add guys this is kind of important because I have a big
feeling that because it was brought up in this budget cycle that in the approval of all of the
agencies budgets. Ancestral Lands Commissions was specifically discussed for quite a while
because they are now of the opinion that they didn’t do it in this 2018 budget moving forward
they’re going to be not putting any funds into Ancestral Lands Commissions from the general
fund. And they probably maybe in active legislature in place of something that’s going to say
they must be self-supported. Just like the Chamorro Land Trust, there’s no general fund
money. So, if right now you currently have ninety thousand dollars budgeted which will just
pay for one person and supplies and for whatever else that’s required and cost of services
and whatever else. That money will be probably be best to come from them to hear that you’re
going to be probably making close to two hundred and sixty thousand dollars probably out of
this two hundred and fifty thousand dollars you’re going to do pretty good. Actually, more than
that. I think two hundred seventy, seventy thousand dollars.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana:
antonymous

It’s sort of like an antonymous, were going to be an

Director Michael Borja: Well, your sort of are but, it’s not going to come out of the general
fund. But, that’s what I’m just tossing onto you that this is probably what may be happening to
you in the new budget cycle from the legislature. We’ll still most likely submit our budget as
we normally would and once it gets to the legislation, if they determine that they are going to
require the funding to be something from somewhere else then, we’ll have to work on that
okay. Dave that was two hundred and twenty thousand dollars for the entire. Oh so, that’s not
per year.
Deputy Director David Camacho: About three hundred thousand not, to the mature, during
mature
time.

Too many talking
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay, Director Borja how far down the road are they going to require
that we be self-funded.
Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana: Next year.
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Director Michael Borja: No. no 2019 budget. That was just for their discussion during the
budget hearings. They didn’t do it for fiscal 2018 budget. But, they had brought that up
because one of our requirements is to submit the monthly reports to the legislature in the
status of everyone’s funds. So, we obviously submit to them the status of the funds that they
are here. They are well aware of what’s inside of your accounts.
Chairman Tony Ada: Yeah, but, in the event we need to come up with the income expense
historical so, that we know how much the worst thing going to happen we start spending the
beneficiary’s money before it’s time to distribute. But, I know of other (Indecipherable) with
the government where they call it the corpus right? the main fund you cannot touch it but,
when it’s invested the interest you can do something with that.
Director Michael Borja: Well, that’s what I’m saying if were looking at with this kind of
interest, if you only give like ninety thousand dollars you just stay within that, it does not mean
to stay spend it all. But, that’s what we been traditionally budgeted for the last several years
that I know of and if you stay at that then, you can budget it. the way our financials are
designed is to do just that kind of thing to look at those kinds of expenses and especially if
has to now come from your own money.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay so, just looking at the 2019 that will be a fiscal year, right? 2018,
2019. Were all not going to be gone right? because it’s going to be a new do, you need this
to be for the oncoming or do we fix it now. so, that there aren’t any problems when they come
in.
Director Michael Borja: Well, I don’t know what you’re going to do to fix. I don’t think this is
going to be a surprise that’s going to happen when they pass the budget. It will probably be
one of those things where when that budget is ready for review by the legislature they would
probably. They have never called Land Management, CLTC and Ancestral Lands to have a
hearing. Even though, I would have wanted it to happen you know I’m at their mercy waiting
for them to tell us when to come in they would probably call us in to discuss that. they’re not
going to do this (Indecipherable).
Chairman Tony Ada: But gong along the conversation this letter to Senator Ada this private
fund. We don’t want to have the beneficiaries criticize us for using monies that should go to
them. we need to defined that. that were not using the money that’s coming in. the interest
earned on it were using that. and so, if that’s the case then, we need to know what’s being
earned so, that we don’t exceed that. right? we just need to make sure. Because remember.
Director Michael Borja: And your financial auditor done to ensure does definitely is the
audited amount of what you’ve earned in a year so, that will definably be something that’s
you’ll see coming on down street.
Chairman Tony Ada: Well, that board members some of us aren’t getting it. and some of us
are you still getting your fifty dollars stipends.
Director Michael Borja: You should be yes. I signed off it.
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Too many talking
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: A little bit sporatic.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: We are only nine dollars off.
Director Michael Borja: Okay. Well, it depends on how DOE releases it. but, I know that
within the week of the meeting I’m signing off on all the documents to pay for you guys.

Chairman Tony Ada: Well, I stopped receiving it because they were asking saying I was
working at the University. But, that’s only a contract, right? and then, this last contract ends
on December 25, I got no benefits. They put me on part time so, I just get.
Deputy Director David Camacho: So, then, just submit it for payment.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: I have not been signing off because your government unless, if
that.
Chairman Tony Ada: I haven’t been receiving it and I haven’t been expecting it
Commissioner Maria Cruz: Well. I think that needs to be clarified then, because when I
questioned that it stopped I stop signing on your.
Chairman Tony Ada: But I don’t want to go down on this road. What I wanted to say the
minimum expense very minimal expense coming from the board members is fifty bucks. Right
a meeting. So, what we’ll be interested in is the support of GALC is that we stay within that
payment from interest not the beneficiary’s money. that’s my only concern?
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: No. but, you should be getting your check.
Chairman Tony Ada: No. that’s okay. It’s only me and my wife at the house.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: Because your contract, right? your contract
Commissioner Maria Cruz: Dave, could you take a look at that because I haven’t seen since
he started working for the government, I haven’t been.
Chairman Tony Ada: Never mind don’t pursue it.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: Please. You can give it to me if you don’t want it.
Chairman Tony Ada: One of the office staff contacted me about that and we talked about it
and I told her, I didn’t even remember her name. if you think I shouldn’t get it I’m okay with
that. I stop receiving a check. So, that’s not a complaint, I was just trying to identify where we
have to know how much it cost so that we can make sure that.
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Director Michael Borja: Well, did your check come from the University of Guam? Then, that
may be the reason why.
Chairman Tony Ada: But, I come from what they call grant or it’s federally funded.
Director Michael Borja: But, It’s funnel through the Government of Guam.
Chairman Tony Ada: Yeah, so I’m fine. I just don’t like it that I lost my benefits.
Director Michael Borja: Yeah.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Well, I just did a real summary of what the actual interest
earned from these three accounts. And if you were to break it down because these run
eighteen, twenty-four and forty-eight months and it totals there rough of it. interest reflect that
period. If you were to break it down to an annual that’s about seven one thousand. Annual per
year. Right? because this amount this is an estimate but, this based on like this one fortyeight months, right? it will be a hundred and sixty thousand. That’s not an annual expectation
so, that’s about seventy-one thousand annual average.
Chairman Tony Ada: Again, we just need to be clear in an anticipation that the physical year
that this is going to kick in our successors are not hit flat footed. For a certain place that this
is What’s going to happen. I mean we don’t have to worry about it. okay,
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: No. but, that’s good your correct.
Chairman Tony Ada: So thanks for that information.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: We need to anticipate that. they might not fund the entire
ninety but, if you let them know that information based on our figures they’ll budget us.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay, any more questions of Item B. in the Statement of Accounts or
we can move to Item C. on the Statement on the update to the Land Bank.
Director Michael Borja: We’ve kind of talked about that already.
Too many talking

Chairman Tony Ada: Okay we’ve kind of talked about this along the way. Does anybody
have any more questions in this area?
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: We have the Public Comment.
VII. ADJOURNMENT
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Chairman Tony Ada: Yes, okay go back to Public Comments okay if there’s nothing
else do I hear a motion to adjourn?
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: Yeah, I move Mr. Chair.
Chairman Tony Ada: All those in favor.
All Commissioners: Aye.
Chairman Tony Ada: Okay the time is 4:47pm.
Meeting adjourned at 4:47 pm
Transcribed by: Stephanie Duenas:
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